Sound Seal WoodTrends Division Launches New WoodGrill Ceiling Panels

Sound Seals new line of WoodGrill Wood Ceiling Panels incorporate quality and dependability.

Agawam, MA (PRWEB) November 14, 2013 -- WoodTrends introduces its new line of WoodGrill Wood Ceiling Panels. WoodGrill incorporates the quality and dependability, as well as the innovation and creativity customers have come to expect from the WoodTrends product line.

Both solid wood and veneered MDF are used to make the WoodGrill panels incorporating different blade sizes and spacing. Solid wood is typically utilized in smaller blade arrangements (up to 3 1/2" in height) while a Class A rated No Added Formaldehyde medium density fiberboard comprises the core of the veneered grills. All products are FSC certified and offer chain-of-custody proof of origin.

Typically incorporated into open plenum designs where the black dowel becomes a design element, the hardwood (fixed) or PVC (flexible) dowel is sized to engage with our clip assembly and hang from a typical heavy duty 15/16" T-Grid.

Different acoustical materials can be utilized both above and behind the panels to garner different acoustical results.

Panel finishes are solid wood with select veneers from WoodTrends standard selection of 24 real wood species. An additional 40 species are available with special veneer staining and lacquering. Clear Satin lacquer is the standard finish with custom staining available.

About Sound Seal

Sound Seal offers a wide product selection to the soundproofing industry. Sound Seal has stayed true to this vision and consists of three product lines: The Architectural Division which handles interiors, the Industrial Division which deals with outdoor and in-plant noise control, and the Impacta Flooring Division which deals with floor underlayments. For more information visit www.woodtrends.com and www.soundseal.com
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